Brief CV of Leïla Ammar

Architect and doctor on architecture from the university of Paris VIII-Vincennes Saint-Denis on
december 2007, teacher in the National school of architecture and urbanism of Tunis from
1997 to 2014, specialized on urban studies, urban analysis and urban history, she has worked
in Paris, Cairo and Tunis in many studies of operational urbanism, landscape, requaliﬁcation
of roads and external spaces and conception of public spaces. She has many publications on
urban history of Mediterranean and North African cities and she has worked from 1997 to
2004 in diﬀerent urban planning and landscape oﬃces in Tunis.

Professional experience
Paris 1990-1997: atelier Philippe Panerai urbaniste, architecture urbanisme paysage
Tunis 1997-2004:
agence Jellal Abdelkaﬁ architecte paysagiste DPLG, urbaniste DIUP
agence SETEA, Mehdi Boujnah architecte urbaniste
agence Selim Kraiem architecte Studio architecture
Tunis 1997-2017: teacher in the National school of architecture and urbanism of Tunis

Experiences and urban works
1991-1994: Master Plan of the quarter of Bourran in the city of Rodez (France),
architectural coordination and conception of public spaces
1991-1992: Master Plan of the quarter of Porte des Lilas in Paris, architectural and
urban coordination
1997 : Global study on the naturals landscapes of Tunisia, cases of study, Raf- Raf and
Ghar el Melh
1998: Master Plan of the quarter of Sahloul IV in the city of Soussa Tunisia
1999: Master Plan of the Touristic Zone of the city of Hammamet Tunisa
2000: Master plan of the city of Makthar Tunisia
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2001: Master plan of the city of Sililana Tunisia
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